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1. Introduction 

Information about the value of the entire national housing stock may serve as a basis for the 

development of various statistical outputs, such as small area estimation using dwelling data at a 

census level, housing and land value estimators in high spatial resolution. This data may be also 

used for improving estimates of economic welfare and inequality, and for longitudinal analyses, for 

instance in respect to studying trends in household savings over the years. 

In Israel, the main source of information about dwelling value is the record of real-estate 

transaction prices kept by the Israel Tax Authority (ITA). Apart from prices of dwellings sold 

during a given period, these files include an assortment of property characteristics such as area, 

number of rooms, story, and others. In addition, the Household Expenditure Survey (HES), 

conducted by the Central Bureau of Statistics annually, provides information about subjective 

valuation of dwelling value by dwelling owners.  

In our paper, we develop a methodology for the estimation of dwelling values for all types of 

dwellings at a nationalwide level. We consider and treat the issue of representativeness of the 

existed data sources on dwelling values. Clustering procedure based on quantile regression analysis 

along with geographical stratification allows improving the prediction accuracy. The developed 

methodology was applied for privately owned residential properties in localities that have 

populations in excess of 2,000, in Census Tracks (CTs) in which more than 50 percent of residents 

are Jews (hereinafter: “the Jewish urban sector”), for 2011. It should be noted that for Arab sector, 

very small number of transactions is available. Moreover, the physical, environmental, socio-

economic and socio-cultural characteristics of the Israeli Arab housing market constitute a major 

factor in differentiating it from the Jewish housing market. Thus, the dwelling value estimation in 

the Arab sector should be based on different methodology fitted for the current stage of housing 

market in this sector. The development and implementation of such methodology is beyond the 

scope of this paper.  

2 Mass Appraisal 

In most cases, a hedonic model for housing prices is the underpinning of estimation methods for 

dwelling value prediction. In most cases, information about dwelling value is harvested from files 

of transactions actually consummated in the specified period [1]. Yet, this data may not be a 

representative sample of the entire dwelling stock because it pertains only to sale transactions that 

match homeowners’ valuations. This condition does not prevail among other dwellings in the 

region that were offered for sale but not sold. This issue, known in the literature as sample selection 

bias, may also skew a dwelling valuation produced by a statistical model based on transaction data 

[2]. As for subjective dwelling valuation, researchers claim that no such bias exists since such data 

reflect the price level more accurately by yielding a representative random population of properties 

sampled in surveys [3]. Subjectively estimated dwelling valuations that are reported in surveys, 

however, are susceptible to an upward bias [4]. 
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The literature proposes that a distinction should be made between models for the explanation of the 

phenomenon and models for its prediction [5]. In the latter case, the main criterion for the insertion 

of a variable is its forecasting ability as opposed to explanatory ability or the statistical significance 

of the regression coefficient in the former. In several studies, a division into estimation cells is 

proposed [6]. To examine estimation quality and choose the best model, the studies noted above 

use several indices. Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Median Absolute Percentage Error 

(MedAPE), etc. The MAPE index is the most common; the smaller its value is, the more accurate 

the prediction.  

3. Methodology 

In Stage 1, a hedonic model was used to investigate the representativeness of the transaction file, 

with the economic conditions and the annual number of sales transactions treated as givens. In this 

matter, differences in the effect of the characteristics of a property on its value were examined for 

dwellings sold versus dwellings not sold. In Stage 2, based on the results of the foregoing analysis, 

models were fitted for the estimation of the entire population of dwellings. Then, with the help of 

accuracy indices the best prediction model was chosen. The model used in the current study is 

given by: 

(1)         ijkllkjiijklijkl uLocalityCTBuildingAssetPY  43210)log(   

where ijklP denotes the value of property i in building j in region k and locality l. iAsset denotes the 

characteristics of dwelling i (area, number of rooms, property tax rate), jBuilding - the 

characteristics of building j (year of construction, building type, number of dwellings in building), 

kCT - locational variables of a census tract k and residents’ demographic and economic 

characteristics (number of buildings, residents’ median age, residents’ average annual income, 

proximity of CT to center of locality, proximity of CT to Tel Aviv city, and whether CT fronts the 

sea; lLocality - locality characteristics (population and district of locality); and ijklu - random noise 

with variance  . After log transformation, the explained variable is approximately normally-

distributed, justifying the use of the ordinary least squares (OLS) method to estimate Equation (1).  

It was found that the coefficients of the hedonic model for the ITA transaction data resemble those 

of HES. Thus, both of these data sources may potentially serve as a basis for mass appraisal. 

However, the literature on the subject supports the premise that transaction price is the best proxy 

for property market value [7]. Thus, the model based on ITA data may be used for mass appraisal 

of the entire housing stock in a given area and at a certain time. As well, we can conclude that 

underrepresentation of certain types of dwellings in the ITA data is unlikely to be crucial. Yet this 

issue is worth considering at a prediction stage. 

Differences in dwelling price level between geographical districts (defined according the official 

administrative division) are found to be statistically significant in a pairwise comparison between 

every two districts (using t-test). These findings support geographical stratification.   

Quantile regression analysis was performed to test the distribution of the estimated coefficients 

over centiles of the dependent variable. In this method, the regression coefficients were calculated 

for specific percentiles of distribution of the dependent variable [8]. It was found that the 

coefficients of the regression model are stable enough across most of the distribution: from the 10
th

 

centile to approximately the 95
th

. At the extremes, the coefficients are unstable and differ from the 

values obtained in the middle of the distribution range.  
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The results of these analyses suggest the following stratification: (1) inexpensive dwellings (lowest 

decile, all districts) (2) expensive dwellings (five uppermost centiles, all districts), and (3) seven 

cells differentiated by district for dwellings remaining after the removal of those in (1) and (2). This 

division is consistent with the literature as it takes account of not only the spatial aspect, but also 

the differences in the contribution of the factors that affect the prices of most expensive and 

inexpensive dwellings as against the rest of the housing stock [9].  

4. Results and conclusions 

A prediction model was estimated independently for each cell. Table 1 shows the distribution of the 

absolute percentage errors calculated by the cross-validation method. The accuracy indices 

presented in Table 1 are superior to those reported in most of the studies.  

Table 1: Distribution of absolute percentage errors  

Index 
Mean 

(MAPE) 

Median 

(MedAPE) 

Percentiles 

10 25 75 90 

Value (pct.) 20.12 12.28 2.21 5.65 22.44 36.86 

Table 2 contrasts the distribution of predicted values for 2011 with the distributions of transaction 

prices and subjective valuation data for the same year. 

Table 2: Distribution of predicted values, actual prices, and subjective valuations 

Index 

Source 

Mean Median 10
th

 

percentile 

25
th

 

percentile 

75
th

 

percentile 

90
th

 

percentile 

Predicted values 862,26,,1 86,1968,2 4716954 5876919 867796185 268516789 

ITA data 86,9268,2 9,,6,,, 87,6,,, 77,6,,, 8687,6,,, 8694,6,,8 

HES data 864996789 868,,6,,, ,276,,, 9,,6,,, 861,,6,,, 267,,6,,, 

The estimated standard deviation of the predicted values was NIS 16,079 on average, about 1.3 

percent of the mean value presented in Table 2. It shows that the proposed predictors are 

sufficiently stable.  

Property price level in a given residential area is often analyzed in context of its socio-economic 

profile [10]. This approach stems from the well-known correlation between property prices and 

various effects reflecting socio-economic characteristics of population in a given area. Figure 1 

shows the distribution of MAPE and MedAPE indices over CT’s socio-economic clusters. Figure 1 

demonstrates that there is certain variance in the accuracy indices over socio-economic clusters. In 

particular, the attained accuracy of the predicted values (MAPE) is greater for the socio-

economically strongest and weakest regions than in the remaining regions, justifying the estimation 

by cells parsed by the value of properties in the region as described above. MedAPE curve shows 

that the robust estimator of accuracy in all clusters is smaller than MAPE index and no meaningful 

variance in its distribution is observed among the clusters.  

In order to examine the performance of the proposed methodology at different time points, it has 

been applied to the 2012 and 2013 data. It appears that the proposed method applied to additional 

time points gains the accuracy indices stable during the addressed period (2011-2013).  
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Figure 1: Distribution of the accuracy indices by CT’s socio-economic cluster  

 

Dwelling values estimated at the nationalwide level allow one to produce new statistical products at 

high geographic resolutions on a range of topics, e.g., the behavior of the housing market, the 

economic profile of residential areas, and welfare and inequality, to name only a few. Value data at 

the individual-record level also facilitate estimations for small geographical units, and population 

groups defined by socio-economic and demographic characteristics.  
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